AbstractÐThe implementation of visual programming languages (VPLs) and their supporting environments is time consuming and tedious. To ease the task, researchers have developed some high level tools to reduce the development effort. None of these tools, however, can be easily used to create a complete visual language in a seamless way like the lex/yacc tools for textual language constructions. This paper presents the design, construction, and application of a generic visual language generation environment, called VisPro. The VisPro design model improves the conventional Model-View-Controller framework in that its functional modules are decoupled to allow independent development and integration. The VisPro environment consists of a set of visual programming tools. Using VisPro, the process of VPL construction can be divided into two steps: lexicon definition and grammar specification. The former step defines visual objects and a visual editor, and the latter step provides language grammars with graph rewriting rules. The compiler for the VPL is automatically created according to the grammar specification. A target VPL is generated as a programming environment which contains the compiler and the visual editor. The paper demonstrates how VisPro is used by building a simple visual language and a more complex visual modeling language for distributed programming.
INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL programming is aimed at effectively improving the programming productivity by applying visual technologies to support program construction. Visual programming languages (VPLs) have been successfully used in several application areas: teaching children and adults, programming for nonprogrammers, development of user-interfaces, etc. VPLs have also been used in the design and analysis of software systems. Well-known examples of software modeling and specification languages include UMLÐthe Unified Modeling Languages [21] , automata, Petri nets, etc.
Implementing a visual language is much harder than implementing a textual language [19] . VPLs are usually embedded and tightly integrated within visual environments. Consequently, they are often characterized by the attributes of the environments [9] . The VPL implementation involves the implementation of a whole programming environment with a user interface which supports developing programs using a visual language. Notice that VPL interfaces are not the same as graphical user interfaces (GUIs) nor are they just for visualization. Traditional GUI development toolkits are inadequate for the creation of VPLs because they do not support syntactic and semantic specifications of visual programming. The graphical user interface of a visual language relates to the language's syntax and semantics. The interaction (dialogue) between the interface, the syntax, and the semantics must be maintained. Implementing a VPL interface and its support for syntactic and semantic specifications of visual programming suffers from a problem common to all large, complex software systems, i.e., the generation is difficult and time consuming. The remaining part of this section will start by a discussion on the related work, then address the current problems that we have identified, followed by our approaches to solving the problems.
Related Work
Researchers have developed some high level tools to ease the implementation of visual languages and visual programming environments. For example, Escalante supports the construction of applications for visual languages that are based on object-relationship abstractions [17] . It provides mechanisms for iterative design, rapid prototyping, and generation of visual language applications within an integrated environment. DiaGen [18] is a tool for producing diagram editors, which can be used to construct visual programs. These tools can greatly reduce the effort of developing visual languages, although they focus mainly on the construction of user interface aspects of VPLs.
SPARGEN [11] is a visual language compiler generator. Its generated parser supports additional action routines written in C++ and, thus, allows complicated actions to be specified in the form of rules. It, however, does not support the generation of a visual programming environment.
PROGRES [22] , [23] , [27] is a strongly typed multiparadigm language with a well-defined context-free syntax, type checking rules, and semantics. The graph rewriting rules in PROGRES provides a powerful formalism for graph transformations and are particularly suitable for specifying semantics of VPLs whose underlying structures are nodeedge graphs. PROGRES can generate both programming environments and parsing algorithms. However, it cannot use existing programming languages (e.g., C, C++, Java) to specify the actions of its rules directly. Instead, it uses a simple textual language which is a part of the system. This limits the functionality of target VPLs. Moreover, it has limited visual object construction ability and can only produce syntax-directed editors, which are often difficult to use. PROGRES uses layered graph grammars to specify VPLs. This results in a very complicated parsing algorithm and its performance reaches exponential time.
Glide [14] provides a BNF-like language for specifying the logical structure and the user interface of a VPL. The user specifies a graph data structure, associates graphical attributes to the data structure, and then describes a set of permissible changes to the data structure. Glide constructs a VPL based on the specified data structure. It can also reason about the VPL through its logic programming rules. Since the Glide grammar is used for creating the underlying data structure in the form of links between nodes, it is not powerful enough for specifying the syntax of a VPL grammar. Its logic programming implementation also limits its visual expressiveness and intuitiveness.
Tools such as SIL-ICON [7] and VLCC [8] use parameterizable frameworks to support VPL generation. They are easy to use since generating target VPLs is simply done by customizing the predefined frameworks through domain specifications. SIL-ICON [7] has a complete functionality for the construction of icon-based visual languages. The SIL-ICON compiler is based on the generalized icon theory and, thus, is limited to iconic VPLs. VLCC [8] assists the user with tools for defining a language's syntax, semantics, and graphical objects. It produces an integrated environment with an editor and a compiler for the defined language. Using positional grammars as the underlying theory and pure images as single-level visual objects, VLCC has limitations in its visual representations.
Current Problems
Repetitive efforts have been made on developing various domain-oriented VPLs, due to their specialized requirements and inseparatable development processes. In a visual programming environment, users must be able to interactively construct and manipulate expressions in the visual language. The graphical requirements of a visual language include defining the visual elements of the language and the graphical relationships that must be maintained when these elements are connected together. The editing operations themselves are event-driven, and appropriate interpretations of mouse and keyboard events must be provided. Algorithms must be provided for graphically editing these elements. The solutions to these graphical requirements are intricate and inherently difficult to implement. The underlying data structures are complex, containing information about the visual representation, logical connectivity, domain knowledge, etc. They make it difficult to parse an edited diagram with a general parsing algorithm. Existing solutions of solving the data structure problem tend to be so specialized that they apply only to a specific visual languages.
So far, to our knowledge, there have been no effective and efficient tools that support VPL generation with the same sort of acceptance as a textual language construction tool like Lex/Yacc. A Lex/Yacc-like tool divides the process of language creation into two steps: lexicon definition and grammar specification. The created lexical and grammar analyzers are combined together to serve as a language parser. In particular, its rules (i.e., grammar) can be associated with actions written in C, so that a wide range of textual languages can be specified. The fundamental reason that no VPL generation tools can be as effective as Lex/Yacc is that no design model has been able to completely separate the processes of visual elements creation, visual editing, and syntax and semantics specifications. Therefore, it is difficult to integrate independently developed functional components into a single VPE. Existing tools that aim at supporting different aspects of VPL generation, e.g., for user interface generation and for parsing, are not able to cooperate to generate VPLs. The generation of every new visual language requires a redevelopment of the whole machinery.
Another problem with many current VPL generation tools is that their underlying graph formalisms are not expressive enough to describe many types of visual languages or not efficient enough to parse various types of visual programs. The multidimensionality of visual languages makes it difficult to build formal grammars and compilers for them. While text strings only allow concatenation before or after a character, visual languages allow multiple concatenation options between its visual elements. Attempts at developing visual grammars using textual grammars as models have not been very successful; there are many graph formalisms which cannot be specified and parsed effectively and efficiently with existing grammars. Moreover, little work has been done on the semantic specification of visual languages.
Tools and formalisms have been created for automatically generating visual languages. Most of them are specialized in certain aspects of visual language generation, e.g., user interface or grammar formalism. Some provide support for producing a complete visual language environment, but with limited capabilities. For example, VPE generation tools based on grammar formalisms usually generate visual editors automatically through their grammars. This is the easiest way to produce a visual editor, but generated visual editors are often not user friendly and the functionalities are limited [8] . Yet, the formalisms which can generate powerful visual editors do not provide an adequate mechanism to support syntactic and semantic specifications [4] or are inefficient in parsing [22] .
In summary, there are two major obstacles in VPL generation:
. a lack of an effective and generic model which can separate the design and implementation of a VPE and abstract the common characteristics of VPLs, and . a lack of effective tools supported by formal grammars which can specify and parse a wide range of VPLs efficiently.
Our Approaches
To avoid the redevelopment, we need to find a proper representation of the data structure and a generic model, which are able to decouple the components of a visual programming environment. Our approach is to view a target or domain-oriented VPE as a specific instance of a generic VPE such that the techniques applicable to the generic VPE can also apply to the target VPE and functionalities common to the VPEs need not be redeveloped. This approach enables us to design a generic visual framework that can be customized into any target VPEs. Such a customization process is realised by a set of visual specification tools in a similar fashion as by Lex/Yacc in generating textual languages. The main contributions of our work include
. a high-level design model that supports a generic but customizable framework with decoupled functional modules, . a set of customization and specification tools which are visual tools supporting direct manipulation, and . an underlying graphical formalism that can express and parse a wide range of visual languages effectively and efficiently. This paper investigates the design of a generic visual programming environment which has a multilevel tool structure. It addresses the issues in developing a design model that supports the development of a VPE by dividing the whole development process into several independent stages. The model offers several decoupled functional modules, each supporting an independent development stage. This makes it possible to develop an effective generic system for the generation and reuse of a wide range of VPLs. The paper presents a toolset called VisPro which provides a similar mechanism as lex/yacc in the process of constructing VPLs. It is very easy to use, since the tools in VisPro are meta visual languages. To formally represent VPLs, VisPro uses reserved graph grammars [32] to express a wide range of diagrammatic VPLs. A graph grammar in VisPro is a set of graph rewriting rules associated with actions written in Java. The target language compilers for a large class of diagrams can be automatically generated in polynomial time by VisPro according to the grammar specifications. Moreover, a set of language components (i.e., visual objects) can be created through direct manipulation and a visual editor can be produced according to control specifications. A visual programming environment integrating the visual editor and the compiler is then created. Therefore, VisPro provides a high-level support for VL developers to rapidly construct a wide variety of domain-oriented diagrammatic VPLs. It can easily create both the user interface and the underlying language.
The paper focuses on the design, construction, and application of VisPro, rather than on the formal aspects of reserved graph grammars which have been reported elsewhere [32] . It is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the design criteria for a generic VPE, followed by a detailed discussion in Section 3 of the VisPro design model that meets the criteria. Section 4 describes the design of the VisPro toolset which consists of a set of decoupled functional modules. Section 5 presents an application of the VisPro system in generating a visual distributed modeling language. The paper is concluded by Section 6.
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR VPES
A generic VPE can be viewed as a collection of visual and textual specification tools, which are themselves visual languages and/or textual languages. A program for generating a domain-specific VPE is a combination of specifications written in a set of hierarchically organized languages. Such a complex environment needs a careful design. We regard the following three aspects as the key to the successful design of a generic VPE.
. Heterogeneous programming. The VPE should support heterogeneous visual programming, where various visual languages and textual languages at different levels of abstraction can work together to specify real world applications. . Hierarchical structure. With the support of various languages and programming paradigms, the VPE should have a well-designed mechanism that organizes and coordinates the languages in an effective and efficient manner. . Design model. To increase the reusablity of existing visual languages and various language components and simplify the generation of domain-specific VPEs, the generic VPE should be designed as several decoupled modules which can be developed independently with possibly different formalisms. The following sections discuss these criteria in more details and how our generic VPE is designed against the criteria.
Heterogeneous Visual Programming
The argument for supporting heterogeneous visual programming is based on the following considerations:
. High-Level Programming. Visual languages do not usually support the entire programming process [5] . A typical class of visual languages is designed to be used for visual manipulation at a high level and to combine low-level application components which could be written in text languages. Examples of this approach include the object-oriented visual programming system HI-VISUAL [13] and the scientific visualization system AVS [29] . . Low-Level Programming. 
Hierarchical Structure
Schefstrom and van den Broek [25] proposed a model that organizes tools used in the software engineering life cycle [26] . A sophisticated application may be specified or modeled by more than one software tool in a coordinated fashion. These tools may work at different levels of the software development process, but may interact at the same level. The relationships among the tools in a programming environment can be seen as a multilevel tool structure which supports the following concepts, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . A service is the smallest functional unit of interest to a developer. A tool is a strongly related and clearly delimited set of services that support a particular job, such as a diagram editor. Similarly, a toolset has a set of tools that show strong internal cohesion and low external coupling. The set of tools work together to cover part of the development process such as a compiler, its associated syntax directed editor, and debugger. An environment is a group of toolsets. A framework is a set of software modules that are related to several tools and are typically welldocumented and supported.
As the scope of the support entity increases from a single tool to a large environment, the cohesion among its components will inevitably decrease. At the same time, the coupling of the components may also decrease, or at least not increase. The primary reason for this is that, as the support scope widens, the range of support activities diversifies. Software development planning, for example, uses toolsets different from those for software construction (programming, integration, and testing).
A sophisticated programming environment, such as a software engineering environment, may have a set of visual or textual languages. With the multilevel tool structure, the languages may be seen as tools in the environment.
DESIGN MODEL
To design a visual programming environment, one needs to consider the language's syntax and semantics, and the visual interface. For supporting the generation of a wide range of VPLs, we try to maximize the reuseability of the language components with the following considerations:
. Different modules of a VPE should be designed and implemented separately, and . Improvement of one module should have little impact on other modules. To ease maintenance, modification, and reuse of a VPE, interactions between different modules of the VPE should be clearly specified. This also simplifies a VPE's generation by dividing the VPE into several decoupled modules and allows different formalisms to be developed into individual modules.
The MVC Framework
A popular model for the user interface construction is the the Model-View-Controller (MVC) [15] framework that has been successfully used in Smalltalk-80. MVC consists of three types of objects: Model, View, and Controller. Model represents the logical structure of an application, whose screen presentation is View. View requests data from Model and handles all the graphical tasks. Controller defines the way in which a user interface reacts to user inputs. The standard interaction cycle is that the user provides some input action and Controller responds by invoking an appropriate operation in Model. Model then carries out the prescribed operation, possibly changes its state, and broadcasts the changes to all its dependent Views. Each View can query Model for its state and update its display, if necessary.
There are some implementations of MVC which effectively decouple the relations between different objects and enhance the reusability [17] , [18] . They are, however, mainly for constructing user-interfaces with windows applications, rather than for constructing visual languages. For constructing VPLs, more detailed specifications and tools are needed for declaring and specifying the required interations between the system modules.
Based on MVC, the DV-Centro framework [4] aims at supporting visual language development, as shown in Fig. 2 . It uses the Supervisor-Agent pattern to specify the interactions between the modules in the framework.
The Supervisor-Agent pattern ( Fig. 3 ) assumes that Supervisor must be able to control Agent's behavior, while Agent is independent of Supervisor, except that it may notify Supervisor in a predefined protocol. Since a Supervisor-Agent pattern indicates a one direction dependency, i.e., the design of Supervisor depends on that of Agent, the DV-Centro framework reduces the number of dependent relationships in a general MVC model. For example, ImageView in Fig. 2 is independent from other modules, so that it can be developed as a standalone tool.
There are, however, other dependency relationships (as shown in Fig. 4 ) which have impact on the design and implementation of various modules. For example, View depends on Subject, which means that it must be designed after the design of Subject. Any change of Subject may affect View. On the other hand, as Subject is more applicationspecific than other modules, the relationships between View and Subject should be reversed. For example, Fig. 5 shows a model having a Subject with two versions of View. The model contains some data values and the views define a histogram and a pie chart. It communicates with its views when its values change and the views communicate with the model to access these values. With the DV-Centro framework, the histogram and the pie chart have to be designed according to the specifications of the model. But we believe that the design of the histogram and pie chart should be independent of the model so that they are general enough to be predefined in a toolset. The best solution is that Subject and View are designed to be independent of each other so that a subject can use any suitable views without changing itself and the views.
An Ideal Design Model
The dependence of ViewController on ImageController and View implies that the high-level control depends on its lowlevel implementation (e.g., ImageController). It is, however, desirable that any improvement on the low-level facilities will have no impact on the high-level specification. So a model that removes the dependency relationship between ViewController and ImageController is more flexible.
Considering the model in Fig. 4 where the link between ViewController and ImageController has been removed, we find that View becomes a key module because it relates to almost all the other modules. To allow ViewController, Subject, and ImageController/ImageView to be designed and implemented independently, we propose to reverse the relationship between View and ImageView so that these modules depend only on View. The resulting improved framework is shown in Fig. 6 , where View serves as an interactive protocol between different modules.
To represent this framework with the MVC notations, we redefine it as an ideal design model as shown in Fig. 7 , where View corresponds to ImageController and ImageView in Fig. 6 , Model corresponds to Subject, Controller corresponds to ViewController, and Protocol replaces the previous View. This new design model confines the dependencies between the functional modules such that each module can be developed independently.
The VisPro Design Model
The VisPro design model needs a protocol to define the interaction between its functional modules. The protocol is designed as a combination of an abstract diagram and a concept space, as shown in Fig. 8 . An abstract diagram represents a common internal data structure that may be used to display diagrams in various formats, such as Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams and flowcharts. In an abstract diagram, which can be considered a kind of entity-relationship diagram, directions, distances, data and control flows, joins, contacts, etc., can all be represented as relations between entities. A concept space is a set of specifications for a group of objects that share some common characteristics. If we view a concept space as a lexicon of a visual language, an abstract diagram provides the sentence structure with which the words of the lexicon can be described as visual sentences by associating each word with an entity or a relation of the abstract diagram. The sentences are constructed through direct manipulation by the user on the screen (View) and controlled by Controller. By providing a high-level description of domain concepts in the form of a concept space, Model can interpret the visual sentences. The VisPro design model specifies the roles of Model, View, and Controller, and how they interact with each other in the design model. Controller and performs corresponding transformations and computations on abstract diagrams. . Layout and Animation. If an abstract diagram is associated with visual concepts, the parsing algorithm can perform graph layout and animation by operating on the visual concepts. This is because the appearance of a visual object may be changed dynamically when its visual attributes are modified through the corresponding concepts. In summary, as long as a domain concept space is provided, each module can be designed independently and used with other modules by sharing an abstract diagram and some domain concepts.
THE VISPRO TOOLSET
Based on the above design model, we have developed a generic VPE and a set of visual programming tools for generating domain-oriented VPEs [34] . The generic VPE can be customized to any domain VPEs once the domain Fig. 7 . An ideal design model. Fig. 8 . The VPE design model. Fig. 9 . Constructing VPEs with VisPro.
specifications are provided through these tools. Fig. 9 shows the generation process, which is supported by the following three tools:
1. The visual object generator is used to specify visual objects with desired appearances to be used in the target visual language. 2. The rule specification generator is used to provide the parsing specification for the target visual language in the form of graph rewriting rules. 3. The control specification generator is used to specify the control commands for each visual object manipulated in a visual editor, which is to be automatically generated. In VisPro, the object-oriented language Java serves as a low-level specification tool for details which may not be effectively or accurately specified in these visual specification tools. This arrangement allows us to precisely construct effective visual programming environments.
The tools are meta visual programming languages that are used to specify domain VPEs through direct manipulation. First, the Visual Object Generator is used to construct visual objectsÐit creates the appearance of each visual object and attaches a specification of its behavior produced by other tools, or another visual program, as its logical function. The user then uses the Control Specification Generator to specify the behaviors of constructed visual objects. The specifications will define and automatically generate a visual editor for the target visual language. Finally, with the Rule Specification Generator, the user can describe the grammar of the visual language in forms of graph rewriting rules [32] . The rules can be specified as either graphical productions or textual ones written in Java. Having obtained all the required specifications, the generic VPE becomes customized to the desired domain VPE that integrates the target visual language editor and compiler.
With VisPro, a complete VPL is specified by a lexicon definition and a grammar specification. A lexicon definition describes the VPL's visual objects and the editor with which the visual objects can be used to create a program. A grammar specification (syntax and semantics) defines whether the program is valid and what it means. A visual programming environment is created automatically based on the definition and the specification.
A Case Study
In the following sections, we will explain the functions and the use of each specification tool by demonstrating the construction of a simple visual programming environment called summation. More sophisticated VPEs can be similarly built through the same process but with more interactions. This is the subject of Section 5. Fig. 10 is a snapshot taken during the use of the generated summation. Using summation, one can sum up integers and visualize results. It has three visual classes: numbers, pluses, and scalers. A number stores an integer which can be entered through the keyboard. A plus receives integers from two numbers and produces their summation, also as an integer, which can be stored as a number, sent to another plus, or sent to a scaler for visualization. A scaler visualizes an integer in a vertical bar. In Fig. 10 , the maximal (100) and minimal (0) values of the scaler can be changed by entering new values through the keyboard. During the program execution, the displays of the numbers and scalers are changed according to the values sent to them. The following sections introduce the specification tools and explain how summation can be created using these tools.
Visual Object Generator
In the VisPro framework, a VO generator generates a set of visual classes to suit any special-purpose visual language by editing the predefined visual objects called VO prototypes. We call such a process customisation. A constructed visual object is not just an image. It is manipulatable and may be a composite graph, whose components can be manipulated independently.
A VO prototype is customizable. Fig. 11a shows two visual classes which have been customized and a VO prototype which is a black box in its original form. One can edit the VO prototype by triggering the editing commands attached to the box, i.e., by clicking the right mouse button when the cursor is over the box. Fig. 11a shows the menu commands of the box. For example, by selecting the command create[node] in the menu items, a node can be created in the box. A subgraph or a node has its own commands which can be popped up in a menu and used for editing the subgraph to obtain a desired shape and color.
For example, to construct a scaler, a command called selectShape can be triggered from the pop-up menu. This command opens a dialog box which contains a set of graph patterns. If a scaler is selected, the black box will be reshaped to a scaler as shown in Fig. 11b . The dimension and color of the scaler can be edited and also labeled if necessary. Fig. 11b shows three nodes that have been created: number, plus, and scaler. One may notice that the scaler has a fixed pointer. According to the semantics, the pointer should be created dynamically using the mouse during program editing, and a scaler can have more than one pointer at a time. This is done in the VO generator by specifying its construction style as ªdynamicº (by selecting the menu item construction in the command menu).
We use attributes to parameterize all the three node classes of summation. The domain attribute for the scaler is (pointer, integer), for the number is (ªvalue,º integer), and for the plus is (ªin1,º integer), (ªin2,º integer), and (ªsumº, integer). For example, when we need to set a value 3 to a number object called num, we simply write: num.put(ªvalue,º 3), where put is a method of the number class.
For a scaler class, a method of its attributes called put_do can be rewritten so that when the value of a number connected to the pointer of the scaler changes, the position of the pointer will be adjusted accordingly. This modification is done in Java. Other modules do not need to know this modification when using the scaler, as the put method will automatically call the put_do method. Therefore, a method call like scaler.put(pointer, 3) will put an integer 3 into the attributes associated with the scaler and adjust the position of the pointer geometrically.
An edge class can also be created in the VO generator. The edge named flow-to used in summation is defined as shown in Fig. 12 , where two little filled rectangles are supposed to be replaced by two nodes in an application when the edge is used. The VO prototype of an edge can be customized by changing its shape, color, and label through the menu items selectShape, selectColor, and setLabel, respectively.
A diagram workbench prototype can be customized to a workbench for a specific VPL with a set of node classes and edge classes. This is obtained via the control specification. A workbench can be accessed, e.g., opened, through its icon. Fig. 13 shows an icon for the summation workbench, which can be created in another diagram workbench as a special icon.
Control Specification Generator

Object-Oriented Editing Commands
The process of editing a graph can be seen as a number of steps, each being an execution of a command on the graph. Usually in a visual editor, commands and visual objects are independent of each other. Execution of a command is a selection of both the command and its target graph. In our object-oriented formalism, a graph is an object which encapsulates a set of related commands.
The CS generator is used to visually generate a control specification which can be understood by the objectoriented controller. The controller allows its basic commands to be triggered from its canvas and user-defined commands to be triggered from the created visual objects.
The CS generator assigns a set of editing commands and relationships to each visual class. The visual objects instantiated from a visual class can then trigger the assigned commands. The basic editing commands include cut, copy, paste, create, link, open, and properties, which are predefined in the VisPro framework. If a user wishes to define additional commands, he/she can specify them in Java.
Command Specification
Fig. 14 shows a visual sentence which specifies a part of control in summation. The visual objects handled in the CS generator include edge objects, node objects, and command objects. An edge object, e.g., an ellipse in Fig. 14 , is an instance of the edge class defined in the target VPL. Its value is the label type of an edge class, i.e., flow-to, which can be entered or modified through the keyboard. A node object, drawn as an unfilled rectangle, is an instance of a node class. It can be edited to form a super node which is embedded with some other nodes. For example, the node labeled plus represents the plus class of summation. A command object, i.e., a gray box in Fig. 14 , represents an editing command and its value (i.e., delete, link, etc.) can also be entered through the keyboard.
In Fig. 14 , the node object labeled Workbench represents the visual editor for summation. ªWorkbenchº is a reserved word in the CS generator. The Workbench node links to a command list which includes three create commands. A create specification can be generated by interpreting the link between a command object and a node. A create command node linking a plus node, for example, will be interpreted to produce a command specification create create[plus] plus, where create[plus] is the name of the command menu item.
The number node object is a super node that has two embedded nodes in and out. The out node has one command link, which links to an edge object labeled flow-to. The flow-to edge object links to the nodes in1, in2, in, and pointer. This indicates that an out can link to an in1, in2, in, or a pointer in summation.
The control specification diagram in Fig. 14 indicates that number.out has a link command named connect and can be linked to other nodes through the edge object instantiated from the flow-to edge class.
The specifications VE number.out flow-to plus.in1 VE number.out flow-to plus.in2 VE number.out flow-to number.in VE number.out flow-to scaler.point.
describe that the number.out may be linked to visual objects instantiated from plus.in1, plus.in2, number.in, and scaler.point visual classes, where number.out represents an out node in a number super node. The number.out cannot link to other node classes which are not provided in the specifications. The control specification diagram in Fig. 14 can be extended to specify the complete behavior of summation. Thus, the CS generator provides an intuitive and easy way to produce the control specification for a visual editor.
Rule Specification Generator
Graph Grammar
The grammar of a VPL is a collection of graph rewriting rules. A visual sentence can be interpreted by the rules through graph transformations. A graph rewriting rule, also called a production, has two graphs which are called left graph and right graph. It can be applied to another graph (called host graph) in the form of an L-application or R-application. A production's L-application to a host graph is to find in the host graph a redex of the left graph of the production and replace the redex with the right graph of the production. An R-application is a reverse replacement (i.e., from the right graph to the left graph). A redex is a subgraph in the host graph which is isomorphic to the right graph in an R-application or to the left graph in an L-application.
For linear textual languages, it is clear how to replace a nonterminal in a sentence by a corresponding sequence of (non)terminals. However, with a visual language that has two-dimensional relationships among the language elements, a far more complicated mechanism is needed to establish relationships between the substitute of a redex and its adjacent elements.
There are three approaches to embedding a graph into a host graph [23] :
. Implicit embedding. Formalisms such as picture layout grammars [10] and constraint multiset grammars [16] do not distinguish between vertices and edges. Relationships are implicitly defined as constraints over their attribute values. Users are not always aware of the consequences of attribute assignments and parsers require considerable time to extract, from attributes and constraints, implicitly defined knowledge about the relationships. . Embedding rules. Some graph grammars such as the NLC graph grammar [24] and the DNECL graph grammar [3] have separate embedding rules. This approach is easy to implement. However, the rules are often difficult to understand and all known parsing algorithms for productions with embedding rules are either inefficient or imposing very strict restrictions on the left-and right-hand sides of the productions. Embedding rules are only able to redirect or relabel existing relationships. They cannot be used to define such productions as the one in Fig. 15a , which establishes new relations between previously unconnected vertices. . Context elements. Context elements can be used to establish the relationships between a newly created graph and the host graph. This approach is the easiest to understand, but an unrestricted use of context elements may complicate the graph rewriting rules. Furthermore, it is difficult to rewrite elements which may participate in a statically unknown number of relationships. There has been no graph grammar that can handle a wide range of visual languages both effectively and efficiently. For example, if a grammar is expressive enough to represent various types of VPLs, its parsing algorithm usually reaches exponential time [22] . We have proposed a new type of graph grammar known as reserved graph grammar (RGG) [32] , which can effectively represent most existing types of diagrams with a parsing algorithm of polynomial time complexity. The RGG combines the approaches of embedding rules and context elements to solve the embedding problem. By introducing context information, simple embedding rules can be sufficiently expressive to handle complicated programs. In order to identify any graph elements which should be reserved during the transformation process, we mark each isomorphic vertex in a production graph by prefixing its label with a unique integer. The purpose of marking a vertex is to preserve the context.
We impose an embedding rule which states that if a vertex in the right graph of the production is unmarked and has an isomorphic vertex v in the redex of the host graph, then all edges connected to v should be completely inside the redex. With the above embedding rule, each application of a production can ensure that a graph can be embedded in a host graph without creating dangling edges. The example in Fig. 15b illustrates the R-application process, where the host graph (b(1)) has an isomorphic graph (enclosed in a dashed box) of the right graph in the production of Fig. 15a . The isomorphic graph is a redex. The vertices corresponding to the isomorphic vertices marked in the right graph of the production are painted gray. The transformation deletes the redex while keeping the gray vertices. Then the left graph of the production is embedded into the host graph, as shown in Fig. 15b(2) , while treating a marked vertex in the left graph the same as a gray vertex having the same mark. We can see that the marking mechanism allows some edges of a vertex to be preserved after transformation. For example, in Fig. 15b , two edges from B to T are preserved after transformation. Fig. 16 shows a reserved graph grammar for summation. The grammar completely describes the syntax of a valid summation diagram. For example, . plus.in1 (or plus.in2, or number.in) can connect to plus.out or number.out but cannot connect to more than one destination. . plus.out (or number.out) can link to one or more destinations, which include number.in, plus.in1, plus.in2 and scaler.pointer. The graph grammar also specifies the semantic aspects. Fig. 17 shows a valid summation diagram. According to the semantics, subgraph 1 must be interpreted first by applying the grammar rule of ProductionhQi. Subgraph 2 should be done next, followed by subgraph 3. Otherwise, an incorrect result will be produced. For example, if subgraph 2 is interpreted first, since its numbers do not have the correct values (from subgraph 1), the result of subgraph 2 will be incorrect. Such an order of applications is not allowed according to the graph rewriting system which dictates that a rule can be applied to an unmarked visual object only if all of the object's edges are matched by the rule.
A detailed description and formal treatment of reserved graph grammars and their parsing complexity can be found in [32] .
Parsing
Parsing a diagram takes two phases: syntax parsing and semantics parsing. Syntax parsing is to check whether the diagram is valid. If a diagram is eventually transformed into an initial graph (i.e., !) by the graph rewriting rules, it is valid. Semantics parsing is to produce a result from a diagram. The result is meaningful only when the diagram is valid. In a translation process, say from a diagram to a textual specification, the syntax and semantics can usually be specified in the same set of graph rewriting rules. In this case, the graph transformation process checks the syntax and translates a graph into a textual specification at the same time. For an executable diagram, this is not always the case. The syntax and semantics specifications of a Petri net visual language, for example, should be specified separately. This is because a Petri net can be executed repeatedly, while the syntax checking must be done in finite steps. For summation, the syntax and semantics can be specified with the same set of graph rewriting rules, as shown in Fig. 16 .
To create a parser for a VPL, one must write a piece of code (i.e., action) in Java for each graph rewriting rule. An action performs computation over the attributes of a redex (a subgraph of the program which is isomorphic to the right graph of a production) when the production is applied. Writing an action code is like writing a standard exception handler in Java by treating each attribute as an object. The actions of the graph rewriting rules of summation are listed in Fig. 16 . With the actions, the desired results can be produced after the graph transformation. For example, the action of ProductionhQi is as follows:
Attributes attributes=g.getAttributes(); int sum=(int)((Property)attributes (1) .get(ªvalueº))+(int)((Property) attributes(2).get(ªvalueº)); (Property)attributes(3).put(ªsumº, sum) } The action takes a graph g as its input. This graph has a matching redex isomorphic to the right graph of ProductionhQi. To facilitate the access of attributes in the redex, an array referring to required attributes is first produced through the method g.getAttributes(). The array member attributes(2), for example, refers to the attributes of the super node which has a e ref P, i.e., number [2:2] in the figure. The sum is calculated by summing up values of two matched numbers. It is then stored in attributes(3) as a result.
A parsing algorithm has been proposed and implemented in the tool and its parsing complexity has been proven to be polynomial under a constraint condition [32] .
Rule Specification
The RS generator facilitates the rule specification. Fig. 18 is a snapshot when using the RS generator, where two kinds of nodes (left graph node and right graph node) are used to represent the left graph and the right graph of a production. For example, the node labeled LhQi is a left graph node for ProductionhQi. The node labeled Duplex is the head of the rule list. It indicates that the rules are applied in a duplex mode such that a production is created by linking a left graph node and a right graph node. Each graph node has a subeditor for defining a graph in the node. In addition, a textual editor workbench can be triggered from the right graph to be used for writing action codes. Fig. 18 shows a snapshot of creating ProductionhQi of the summation graph grammar, where two windows are opened for editing the left graph and the right graph of the production, respectively. Also there is a textual window for editing the action. Thus, the RS generator provides visual editors for specifying the graph rewriting rules and a textual editor for specifying actions. The RS generator can compose complete graph rewriting rules automatically by interpreting the connected editors.
Implementation
The VisPro architecture includes seven functional modules, as shown in Fig. 19: . The configuration interpreter receives the configuration specification, and transfers the lexicon definition of the specification to the user interface and the grammar specification to the parsing module. . The user interface controls the interaction between users and the VisPro tools. . The underlying structure manages the diagrams which are being edited. . During parsing, the logical structure module creates and manages the logical graph converted from the underlying structure of a diagram. . The parsing module is designed to parse the logical structure of a diagram using the reserved graph grammar formalism. . The documentation module automatically records edited diagrams and parsing results. . The actions module collects actions for each VPL from grammar specifications. The collected actions are represented as a Java program and dynamically linked to the parsing module during execution. The above VisPro architecture is implemented in Java, an object-oriented language. One advantage of using Java is that it is platform independent, so that the system can be ported to different platforms. Another advantage is that Java is developed for network programming. This characteristic can support the construction of VPLs which allow visual programming for the Internet and distributed applications.
GENERATING DISTRIBUTED PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT PEDS
This section demonstrates the application of VisPro in generating a distributed programming environment, called PEDS [33] . It describes the features of PEDS and then shows how the PEDS environment is generated using VisPro.
PEDS
In a heterogeneous distributed system, the processors and software resources available are of different types. It is often difficult for a user to interface cooperative processes which are implemented with different software resources and located on different processors [12] , [28] . Unfortunately, there are few systems that are aimed at providing shared processing power in a distributed environment, while taking into account the utilization of software resources of the environment. The programming environment for distributed systems, or PEDS, has the following important features:
. It consists of a set of tools (visual languages) which can cooperate with each other in order to solve complicated distributed problems. . It supports developing a distributed program graphically, so that resources sharing and mapping can be visually specified. Moreover, different graph formalisms, such as control flow graphs and Petri Nets, can work consistently in a single environment. . A distributed program is divided into several local processes, which may be located on multiple physical machines. Local processes can be written using different tools based on existing software resources of the distributed system such as compilers and program libraries. . A user can have the freedom of control over the mapping of processes to processors. With a highlevel graphical notation, a user can specify the processor assignments completely, partially, or leave it entirely up to the environment. Based on a distributed graph model [6] , PEDS can be used to implement a wide range of distributed programs. Each distributed program is modeled as a set of related diagrams. The components of a diagram are implemented with existing software resources of the distributed system. The construction process is independent of any specific distributed system and a constructed program can be mapped onto different configurations by a flexible mapping facility.
Graph Modeling of Distributed Applications
When designing distributed programs, programmers commonly draw informal directed graphs showing distributed structures [35] . These graphs abstract away the details of the nodes being designed and concentrate on their interactions. The advantage of this is that the programmer can specify the distributed structure without concern about the internal working of each node.
PEDS uses a graph abstraction method to represent distributed programs. It divides a distributed program into several local processes (LPs) and defines their interactions. Each LP can be allocated on a processor in a distributed system. An LP is characterized by the fact that all work initiated in it is, mostly, limited to its sphere of control; it essentially executes independently of other LPs except for specific points in its processing when it needs to interact with other LPs.
The process of creating a distributed program is then divided into two steps: drawing an overall graph and creating corresponding LPs. A graph-based visual distributed programming language can help realize this process [6] . With the visual programming language, we separate the specification of LPs from that of synchronization and communication, and express synchronization and communication directly (but abstractly) using graphs.
An LP is defined as a graph node, which can have a set of input and output ports. With these ports, a graph illustrates the interaction among LPs. As LPs are located on distributed processors, the interactive behavior describes the message-passing mechanism that is performed between distributed processors. A processor can send messages directly only to a subset of the processors with which it is directly connected. Its directly connected processors are called its neighbors. For communication with nonneighbors, a routing algorithm is needed. Routing is the term used to describe the decision procedure by which a processor selects one of its neighbors to send a message to an ultimate destination.
Programming Tools
In PEDS, various distributed tools are used to support implementing the mentioned functionalities. They can cooperate with each other to create sophisticated distributed programs. Such tools, which will be called workbenches, include:
. High-Level Process Flow Diagram (HPFD) workbench is a process flow diagram providing a high-level control structure over a set of processes, whose details can be specified in other workbenches. . High-Level Petri Net (HLPN) workbench is a modeling tool for specifying the high level behavior of a task using Petri net. Each of its transitions can be connected to a workbench, with which the transition specification can be provided. . Java workbench provides a platform for editing and compiling Java programs. . Supporting workbench is used to specify a set of available software resources and their relationships for mapping processes to processors. . Net workbench is for specifying the configuration of processors and their interconnecting network (e.g., a distributed system). . Distributed workbench (Fig. 20) is the top-level working environment that is used to configure all the other workbenches to form an integrated distributed application.
A distributed program modeled with a set of HLPN workbenches and HPFD workbenches is linked to a supporting workbench for resource mapping, which in turn links to a net workbench for finding proper set of processors. PEDS is, therefore, a hierarchical programming environment supporting multiple programming paradigms.
Generation of PEDS Using VisPro
This section focuses on how to construct the PEDS hierarchical environment and implement interactions between different subvisual languages using the VisPro system.
Hierarchical Environment
An icon in the PEDS interface represents a window, called a workbench, which can be opened and operated upon and can include child icons. The main window in PEDS is an icon window, called management-win, where various icons can be created and managed. Apart from the management-win, there are other windows: HLPN workbench, HPFD workbench, Java workbench, supporting workbench, net workbench, and configuration workbench.
In an icon window, each workbench represents a program (or a specification). For example, when one wants to create a Petri net, he/she can create an HLPN-icon, (i.e., an icon for HLPN window). By opening the HLPN-icon, one can create a Petri net. Thus, the HLPN-icon uniquely represents the created Petri net. Fig. 21 shows the hierarchical programming environment of PEDS. It has a main icon window in which some child icons have been created. A child icon window and a HLPN workbench are also shown in the figure. They can be triggered from icons in the main window.
Generating such a hierarchical programming environment is easy in the VisPro system. First, one can create icon classes in the VO generator for each of the workbenches. Then the control specifications for the icons can be created, which include ND-has-node management-win management-icon ND-has-node management-win HPFD-icon ND-has-node management-win HLPN-icon ND-has-node management-win Java-icon ND-has-node management-win supporting-icon ND-has-node management-win net-icon ND-has-node management-win configureicon It indicates that seven classes of icons, namely, management-icon, HLPN-icon, HPFD-icon, Java-icon, supportingicon, net-icon, and configure-icon, are created in a management-win. Each of the child icons created in the management-win may open a corresponding window (i.e., workbench). This can be specified as:
ND-has-workbench management-icon management-win ND-has-workbench HLPN-icon HLPN-win ...
The first item specifies that one can open a managementwin on a management-icon object. Similarly, the second item indicates that a HLPN-win can be opened through an The VisPro framework will create a command system over each of the icons according to the control specification. Icons and their commands provide a mechanism for hierarchically specifying distributed programs. For a hierarchical programming environment, interactions between graph nodes and workbenches should also be created.
Construction of Interactions
A workbench w1 may be used to specify a subtask of another workbench w by linking w1's own icon with a node of w. As an example, we use a HLPN workbench to illustrate the interaction between different specification levels. Fig. 22 shows the visual objects used in a HLPN workbench. Normal objects in a Petri net are transitions and places. An annotation object can specify the annotation for a visual object by linking to the visual object. To specify the data transfer mechanism, we construct two classes: input port and output port. An input port can be used in a transition to specify the input information (i.e., name, type, etc.). When an input port used independently, it represents an input from outside and is called a global input port. Similarly, we have output ports and global output ports. Annotations can be given to an input port or an output port to specify its type and name. The reference object in a transition is used to link to another workbench for specifying the transition details. Fig. 23 shows two HLPN workbenches, where workbench (b) is used to specify a transition in workbench (a). To transfer data correctly between two workbenches, each port of the transition is annotated. In workbench (b), two global input ports, annotated as int count and int work-id, have the same annotations as the input ports of the transition. Input ports with the same annotations are taken as the same port. Thus, data accepted in the port annotated as int count in workbench (a) is accepted in the port annotated as int count in workbench (b). How data is transferred in output ports can be specified in a similar fashion.
To implement the data transfer mechanism, we associate a transition with an Attribute concept if the transition refers to another workbench such that its ports are specified as attributes in the concept. For example, the input port labeled int count is specified as attribute(ºint count,º parameter), where parameter is data transferred to the port. In the subworkbench, a global input port will check the Attribute concept and access the parameter it needs. In this way, data are transferred between different workbenches properly.
After the user has specified the hierarchical programming environment of PEDS and the interactions between the workbenches, the VisPro framework becomes customized to PEDS.
Summary
PEDS is a visual environment for distributed programming. A distributed visual program can be created in PEDS with different tools. This section has specified how to generate PEDS using the VisPro system. The management of the environment is described in the control specification. On the other hand, interactions between different workbenches can be specified in the annotations and with the Attributes concept. PEDS, a hierarchical programming environment with multiple paradigms, thus, is created by customizing the VisPro framework through specifications.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a generic visual language generation environment with a hierarchical specification structure and multiple programming paradigms. To ease the development of VPLs, we have proposed a VisPro design model that divides any VPE into independent functional modules and defines a protocol supporting the interaction between the modules. The VisPro toolset with its framework has been developed based on the above design model, which can be used to generate diagrammatic VPLs. The toolset consists of three specification tools, each of which facilitates one aspect of the construction of VPLs in the VisPro framework. These tools are visual languages themselves so that the target language properties and the domain specifications can be visually described by direct manipulation.
The VPL construction process using the VisPro toolset is similar to the textual language construction process using Lex/Yacc. The process can be described as customization, i.e., the VisPro framework can be customized to any target visual language with a set of domain specifications provided through the tools. The VisPro framework and the specification tools together provide a complete support for the VPL generation. They can be used to generate a wide range of visual programming environments easily.
We will be applying the graph grammar techniques to assist verifying the graphical design of Web sites. The Web site design tool will be a special-purpose visual language generated from VisPro. Our other future work includes the application of the techniques used in VisPro to multimedia presentations [30] . The reserved graph grammar can be designed to represent a general-purpose multimedia architecture. The system constructed based on such an architecture will parse the input specifications of the domain-oriented multimedia documents (in the form of nodes and links) and produce a derivation tree. Then the graph grammar rules are applied to translate the derivation tree into a set of media objects, together with their spatial and temporal relationships. A layout algorithm [2] can later be applied to the media objects to arrange the final display layout.
